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THE PULL OPTION RECPLAN IN THE FORMASY PROGRAM 

by 

Betty Slama 

Abstract 

In this paper the procedure RECPLAN is analysed. This procedure is an extra 

option of the FORMASY manpower planning system, developed at Eindhoven 

University of Technology. The aims of this new option are: 

1) The forecasting of the manpower distribution under the constraint of 

reaching a given total manpower size. 

2) The development of recruitment policies which will meet such a require

ment. 

Indeed, before this option was introduced, FORMASY already enabled, by a 

way of trial and error, the finding of the recruitment necessary in order 

to get a certain total amount of employees in a certain period; but this 

exercise was very long and rebarbative and rarely ended with the precise 

solution. 

That's the reason why, after some time, it became a necessity to think 

about a systematic approach to this problem and to develop a new procedure 

which would execute automatically the computation of the required recruit

ment. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

The manpower planning process is the forecasting of manpower requirement 

and availability as well as the development of alternative policies in 

order to dissolve remaining discrepancies. One of the manpower planning 

activities which can help to obtain a match of manpower requirement 

and availability, is the recruitment planning, which is the development 

of recruitment policies. 

The goal of these policies is to obtain a reasonable filling of vacancies 

(both qualitatively and quantitatively) on medium and long term. 

In RECPLAN the recruitment planning can be expressed as the determination 

of the number of employees with the relevant qualifications to be recruited 

in the forthcoming years. 

In this planning there are two main constraints: 

- The total manpower size desired. 

- The desired recruitment distribution over the different classes. 

In the last years this topic has been of special interest for the organi

zations, because many of them, after a period of strong growth, have ex

perienced a decrease. So, they need to find recruitment.policies which 

would resolve such problems as, for instance a decrease in the manpower 

size at a constant rate, in a given term. 

The restriction of RECPLAN, which seems to be a realistic one, is that, of 

course, "negative recruitment" (in fact, firing people) is not allowed 

so that not any manpower size can be reached at a certain moment. For 

every time, there is a lower bound for the total amount of people in the 
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organization, which is obtained when the recruitment' is equal to zero. 

In the RECPLAN option, management (the user) has a great participation in 

the process of finding a satisfactory recruitment policy. 

Before applying the procedure, he has to do the following preliminary 

steps: 

decide about the manpower size wanted in every year of the forecasted 

period, or at least in the short term; 

- decide about how the recruitment will be distributed over the differ

ent types of employees; 

- decide about the age distribution of the recruits in order to get a 

satisfying manpower age distribution in the future. 

The chapters of this report follow the same o'rder as one has to follow 

in his approach to the problem. In the next section, the mathematical 

model is described on which the RECPLAN option is based. 

In the 3rd chapter the RECPLAN procedure is described as seen by a user, 

the flow in the procedure and the different options available for the 

user are explained. Afterwards, in the 4th chapter, the procedure's struc

ture is briefly described from a programming point of view. Details of the 

structure and diagrams are given in the appendix, at the end of the report. 

Applications of RECPLAN are illustrated in the 5th chapter by numerical 

examples • 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The basic model 

As the FORMASY system, the RECPLAN procedure is based on a Markov chain 

model for the evolution of the manpower distribution. 

The empioyees of an organization are classified according to different 

characteristics: 

- g is the grade of the employee (g = 1 •••• G) , 

l is his grade age (l = 1 •••• L) , 

- a is his age , 

- q, w, may be supplementary characteristics, as for instance, qualifi-

cation or training level. 

We define a class (also called category) by i a (g,q,e) which we distin

guish from simply grade (also called "function group"). We also define 

a dummy class numbered "O" which represents the organization's environ

ment (the outside). 

In a model with, for instance, 4 variables, an employee in position 

(g,a,l,q) at time t, generally makes transition to (g,a+1,l+1,q) at time 

t+1 and to (g',a+1,1,q) if.his grade changes. His qualification can also 

change and so, if his grade remains g, his next position will be 

(g,a+1,l+1,q). If l = L, his grade age remains fixed until he changes his 

grade. 

Description of the model 

In order to simplify the notations we will not take into account grade 

ages and ages in the following equations. 
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the forecasted number of employees in category i at time t; 

the expected number of people who execute transition from 

class i to class j between time t and time t+l. This fore-

casted flow is a fixed fraction of n.(t); 
l. 

y. . ( t) = p. . x n. ( t) ; 
l.,J l.J l. 

the turnover from category i can be denoted as y. 0(t); 
l.' 

the total amount of people at time t. N(t) = l n.(t); 
i l. 

the number of employees in category i who retire between 

time t and time t+l; 

the total recruitment between time t and time t+l; 

the number of employees recruited between time t and time 

~ t+l, for category i; 

this number is a given fraction of R(t), r.(t) = a.(t) R(t). 
l. l. 

The following scheme shows the changes which can occur between time t and 

time t+l. 

y. . (t) 
l.,J 

j;'O, ;'i 

category 

i 

z. ( t) 
l. 

y. 0 ( t) 
l.' 

). 
. y .. (t) 

l., J 

j;'O,;'i 
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Hence, we can::write at time t+I.: 

(I) n. (t+I) = n. (t) +r. (t) + l y .• (t) - L y .. (t) - z. (t) -y. 0(t). 
1 1 1 j~O,~i J,1 j~O,~i 1,J 1 1, 

In a simple example in which there are three categories and one can make 

promotion only from i to i+I, we obtain at time t+l the following system 

of equations: 

n1 ( t+ I) = n1 (t) + r 1 (t) - y 1, 2(t) - y I 0 ( t) - z 1 (t) 
' 

nz(t+l) = n2(t) + r 2 ( t) + Yt 2(t) - Yz,3Ct) - Yz o(t) - z2 ( t) 
' ' 

n3 (t+l) = n3 (t) + r 3 (t) + Y2, 3Ct) - Y3,Q(t) - z3 ( t) 

Yz,oCt) Y3,o(t) 

/"z<tl . 3 (t). 

category category category 

2 3 

By adding the equations on every side we obtain: 

For a general model we can write: 

N(t+I) = N(t) + R(t) - l p. O • n.(t) - l z.(t) • 
i 1, 1 i 1 
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RECPLAN assumes that N(t+l) and N(t) are given at time t so that we can 

obtain the total recruitment R(t) needed between time t and time t+l, in 

order to have a total amount of people N(t+l) at time t~l. 

(2) R(t) = N(t+l) - N(t) + l p. 0 • n.(t) + l z.(t) • 
i 1., 1. i 1. 

Total Total 
Total manpower manpower Total Total 

= size wanted size at + + 
recruitment at time time t turnover retirement 

t+l 

When the total recruitment is determined, it is easy to calculate the re-

cruitment needed in the category i, because it is defined as a given 

fraction of R(t). 

(3) r.(t) = a..(t) • R(t) 
1. 1. 

(a.. given for every i) 
1. 

Afterwards, the manpower distribution forecast at time t+l can be exe-

cuted according to the equation (I). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FROM THE USER'S POINT OF VIEW 

Introduction 

In this chapter is described the RECPLAN procedure as seen by a user. First 

of all, the data needed in the procedure are described and compared to the 

data needed in the other procedures. 

Afterwards, the different options offered by RECPLAN are described and the 

"philosophy11 behind everyone of them. More specifically, the possible 

changes which can occur to the total manpower size and to the recruitment 

distribution over classes are described. 

A user-scheme comes to complete the explanation of the flow of the proce

dure. 

After the options have been described the information available by the 

use of RECPLAN is shown in different tables and figures. 

Input 

As in the other procedures of the FORMASY program, RECPLAN assumes that the 

following data are given: 

- the present manpower distribution over categories,ages and grade ages; 

- the different transition percentages (promotion or turnover); 

- the retirement age; 

the age distribution of the recruits. 

·In other procedures, the recruitment is given by the user. In RECPLAN, the 

recruiment is calculated, but for this computation some extra information 

is needed from the user: 

- the total manpower size wanted at every period 

- the recruitment distribution over categories. 
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RECPLAN options 

An important care in the writing of RECPLAN was to make it very flexible 

in order to give the user as much freedom as possible. 

That's the reason why RECPLAN offers him many different options. 

Once the user has made his choice on one option, the other care of RECPLAN 

is to be as efficient and quick as possible, that means to ask only the 

questions which are relevant to the option and give back to the user 

only the information that. can help him in his further choices. 

In the beginning of the ~rocedure, the user is asked to decide about three 

points: 

- the total manpower size; 

- the recruitment distribution over classes; 

- the age distribution of the recruits. 

For every one of them, there are 2 possibilities: 

I) To change over time; 

2) to remain constant during the whole forecasting period. 

I) In this case, the computation of the forecast, as well as the reading 

of the data, are done by steps of one year. If for instance, the user has 

decided to change the manpower size in the forecasting period, he has to 

give the new data, year by year. That means that, every year he is asked 

if he wants to change the manpower size in the next period, or leave it 

unchanged. 

The idea in this process, done year by year, is to give the user the 

possibility to make a better decision about the new data to be given at 

a certain period, because at this moment the forecast of the last period 
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has already been computed so that he has got complete information about 

the last manpower distribution. In this way, he doesn't need to decide 

at the beginning for the whole planning period and he can "change his mind" 

every year in accordance with the new situation. 

The same process occurs when the second point (the recruitment distribu

tion) is changed. 

The third point (the age distribution of the recruits) is dependent on 

the second choice. If the user has decided to leave the recruitment dis

tribution constant over time, he is asked if he wants to leave the age 

distribution of the recruits constant in the forecasting period as well. 

Otherwise, if the user has decided to change the recruitment distribution 

during the forecasting period, he is not asked for the 3rd point and he 

has to give the age distribution of the recruits year by year, as well as 

the recruitment distribution over the classes. 

2) This option is given for the user who desires to have a constant policy 

over time, for some of the 3 points, or for all of them. (Many organiza

tions like to have a stable policy especially for the recruitment distri

bution.) This user knows f~om the beginning what he needs in the whole 

forecasting period and so, for him, it will be a loss of· time to give 

every year the same data and see the same process repeated. In this case, 

the computation of the forecast is also done every year but not the 

reading of the data. The user is asked only once to give the data which 

are constant over time. 

If the user wants to change over the years one or more of the 3 sets of 

data to be given, each year of the forecasting period he will get a table 
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which will inform him of the total amount of people in the new year and 

in the last one, and of the number of people recruited in this last year. 

Furthermore, if the user wants, he can also obtain a table of the man

power age distribution in the new year. 

If he decides to leave constant all the 3 sets of data, he will not see 

the intermediate output of the number of employees or the number of 

recruits, because the number of employees is constant over time and known 

by the user and all the information about the number of recruits in the 

planning period is given in a sunnnary table at the end of the procedure. 

But he can, if he wants so, get a table of the manpower age distribution 

for any year of the forecasting period. 

The scheme in the following page shows the different options which are 

available to the user at the beginning of the procedure without taking 

into account the possibility given to the user in every year, to change 

the different data or to leave them constant. 

Question 1: Do you want to change the total amount of people in the fore

casting periodJ 

Question 2: Do you want to change the recruitment distribution over 

classes in the forecasting period? 

Question 3: Do you want to change the age distribution of the recruits in 

the forecasting period ? 

Question 4: Do you want a table of the manpower age distribution in some 

years of the forecasting period? 
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The total manpower size 

As said before the total manpower size can: 

- remain constant during the forecasting period, 

- change over time. 

If the user decides to change it during the forecasting period, he has 

again, in each year~· the two possibilities: 

- to let the manpower size in the next year be the same as in the last 

year; 

- to change it. 

In the second case, he has two ways in which to do it: 

1. to give the new manpower size as a certain number; 

2. to let the new manpower size be a linear function of the last orie: 

N(t+I) = A· N(t) + B. In this case he has to give up values for the 

parameters A,B. 

1. This option gives the user .a complete freedom as far as the manpower 

size is concerned. 

2. This option is more specific and can be used, for instance in the case 

of a decrease at a certain rate of the last manpower size. If for 

example A = 0,9 and B = O, we obtain a decrease in manpower size of 

10% each year. 

The recruitment distribution 

According to the total manpower size desired, the procedure RECPLAN cal-. 

culates in the first step the total recruitment needed in order to meet 

this demand, and afterwards, distribute it over the different classes. 
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The recruitment distribution which is described by the user, is completely 

determined by given percentages. The user has to give every percentage 

respectively for every class. For instance 70,0,30,0,0 will mean that 70% 

of the recruits will go to the fist class, 30% to the third one and no one 

to the other classes. RECPLAN does not allow "negative recruitment" (which 

means firing people) so that, if the total amount of recruits needed is 

found negative after computation, the procedure will make the recruitment 

zero, so the desired manpower size will not be reached. 
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What information can one obtain? 

One of the characteristics of RECPLAN is that the computation of the fore-

cast is done year by year, after the reading of the data which are rele-

vant for the next year. So, in every year the procedure can give inter-

mediate results about the last forecast executed. These results are printed 

by means of a table which give information of the manpower size and the 

recruitment. 

An example of one table: (the grades of the data base "Ingenieurs 77" are 

YEAR 1979 - 1980 

NUMBER OF * * 
EMPLOYEES * * 
(YEAR 1979) * * 

NUMBER OF * * 
RECRUITS * * 

NUMBER OF * * 

EMPLOYEES * * 
(YEAR 1980) * * 

used.) 

IR IR 1 

GRADE 

HIR HIR 1 HIRBD TOTAL 

* * 
* * 

* * 

* * 
* * 

* * 

* * 

* * 
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Furthermore, one can obtain a table of the manpower age distribution in 

the same year with average age of the manpower and standard deviation. 

When the foracast has been done for every year of the planning period, 

final results are printed in 2 tables.One is a summary table of the recruit

ment distribution over the grades in the forecasting period, the other 

gives the manpower distribution over the grades in the forecasting period. 

Example (the database Ingenieurs 77 is again used for the grades): 

RECRUITMENT DISTRIBUTION IN PLANNING PERIOD. 

IN YEAR I FOR YEAR * IR 

GRADE 

IR 1 HIR HIR 1 HIR B D * TOT.AL 

--------!-----------------------------------------------------------------
1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1978 

. 1979 

1980 

1981 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

At the end of the procedure RECPLAN the procedure OUTPUT 2 is called which 

is able to give 8 different kinds of information on the manpower distribu

tion in the planning period. These options will not be subject to a dis

cussion in this report because they are identical to those offered in the 

procedure OUTPUT of the FORMASY program. 
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In >this chapter the RECPLAN option is described from a programming point 

of view. First of all the logical place of RECPLAN in the FORMASY program. 

is shown. Afterwards the structure of the procedure is explained and the 

main procedures in it are analysed. At the end of the chapter, some faci

lities of the option are explained. 
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Structure of RECPLAN 

In this section we will analyse briefly the structure of RECPLAN without 

entering into details. More details can be found in the appendix at the 

end of the report. 

&El PLAN EXP 

c ... \ 

!lo y- """'"\ \o c:\\-~ l'\.c l:o\o.\ CO.lllov. .... o-i pc.,Pc. Ln khc: 
foHea.•~'"~ ~,ioc\ r 

yes no 

;.. 

• Y""'~a.·I: h> e'-·~ l-"c uc:w.a-.l- .tc.~l,;.\>,.,l;.°" ouc .. 1:1.c cl•-• 
•n ~kc ~cca.~k"'~ p«-ti•cl? 

y~s no 
:.·::-

c.: 2. 

PRl~TREC ' .. 
PR llJT MATRIX 

OUTPUT~ 

When RECPLAN is called, the procedure RECPLANEXP immediately begins. 

a) The procedure begins with a text explaining briefly what is done in it. 

b) The following step of the procedure is the "characterization of the 

user" which means that many options are proposed to him and his choice 

is determined by 3 variables A, B, C defined as: 

A= the total amount of people changes over time. 

A= 2 the total amount of people is constant in the forecasting period. 
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B = The recruitinent distribution changes over time. 

B = 2 The recruitinent distribution is constant over time. 

c = The age distribution of the recruits changes over time. 

c = 2 The age distribution of the recruits is constant over time. 

(For more details on the different options look at the scheme of 

chapter 3.) 

c) The options of the user being defined, RECPLANEXP calls the main proce

dure of RECPLAN with the 3 known parameters A, B, C, which is CAI.CUL 

(A,B,C). In this procedure the forecasting is done in every year of the 

planning period. 

d) At the end of the forecasting, RECPLANEXP calls the procedure PRINTREC 

which prints a table of the recruitinent distribution in the planning 

period, and the procedure PRINTMA.TRIX which prints a table of the man

power distribution in the planning period. 

e) Afterwards, the procedure OUTPUT 2 is called. This procedure offers the 

possibility to the user to get many different kinds of information 

about the manpower in the planning period. 
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J-: 1, .. , LH 

bu[<,to1=o 

k • l-fb11", n , .. , \.ft: mu:. 

\5-l-bcz [c:,,f,k1: l5~hnu.. [L,,t,\<] 

bea [ i.,i.o] = 'bcz(~,i.oJ. \HbYllA. r~.A'.k] 

T:1, .. ,E1 

1\0 
A: I ? ye$ 

To'TfT].,.ioT[T-11 
~-w .. •lr~•'c.M. .. ~l:\oa~ 

YIC> ~~--:f•~ ~S 

ror [Tl::. Toi CT"-• J I N E \./TOT (T) 

Rft10LINE C1',R,l!>,C,0) 

REC R\.l. IT(T) 

F 0 RC A SI Cl) 

SU. M LOOP (i) 
C:2 AND A: 2 1 ~· YIO 

PR INTA B CT) I 
0-:1. ? ~ no 

yt.~ 

.... ~ ......... i.e. JM•CAsk •t ~ ... -~ ~ .u~"'Z° 
c.~ ~lie 'f'•'\ T ~ 

YIO 

READ LFl'l>J, LFMX 

Aa~ = ~""''" 
.. 

~JtJTLt f!:Ti' II C, (IHbn, I> l Flt tJ > L F'M x.) 

GE-Mt Fi ( 15~hcz) . . . . . . . . . .. ......... 

CALCUL is the procedure in which most of the procedures of RECPL.ANEXP are 

called in a certain.order. The different steps executed in CALCUL are 

now briefly described. 
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a) After an initialization of the main arrays, CALCUL begins a loop of T 

which finites only at the end of the procedure. 

b) First of all, the total amount of people wanted in the next year is 

read, which can be different from the number of last year (and in this 

case NEWTOT is called) or be the same. The output obtained is TOT( t + 1). 

(T.a. of people at time t + 1). 

c) Afterwards the READLINE procedure is called wich reads all the data to 

be given by the user. The output of this procedure is PROC(I,T) which 

is the percentage of the total recruitment for the catecory I at time 

t and LEEFREC(K,I) which is the percentage of recruits of age K in 

the class I. 

d) In the next step RECRUIT is called in which the different steps des

cribed in the mathematical model are executed in order to determine 

the recruitment needed in every category. The main output of this 

procedure is TOTREC(T) which is the total recruitment between time 

t - 1 and time t, PLRECR(I,T) which is the number of recruits needed 

in category I between t - 1 and t and PENSOUT(N(I),T-1) which is the 

number of employees of grade N(I) who retire betwee~ time t - 1 and 

time t. 

e) The recruitment being determined, the forecast of the manpower dis

tribution in the next year can be made. This forecast is done in the 

procedure forecast. The output is LFTBEZ(I,L,K) which is the number of 

employees in category I, grade age L and of age K in the current year, 

and ERIN(J,T-1) which is the number of people who have executed the 
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transition J between the time t - 1 and time t. 

f) In the SUMLOOP procedure different arrays are summed over ages, over 

categories of the same grade or over grade ages. The output of SUMLOOP 

is BEZ(I,L,T), PEOPLE(J,L,T), BERA(J,T), RECRT(J,T). 

If there is any change in one of the 3 sets of data then PRINTAB is called 

which prints a table of the number of recruits and number of employees 

in the years T-1 and T. 

g) The user is asked if he wants a table of the manpower age distribution 

and if the answer is yes then PRINTLEEFTTAB and GEMLFT are called 

which give information about the age distribution of the manpower in 

the year T. 

RFADLl~f 

READ PROC. (l'Ro<:,T, 5) 

no 

I 

iRfRlJAg~ 
j l PRoc, 

I itHF REC, 

~=IJ .. ;iOl'\INI 

PAOCti,Tl: 

Ploc.[i ,T-rl 

no 

\:-I, .. ,TOM1tJ1 

Pr..oc. C •,T1 : 

I I T) 

.__---~-ll·._-+-y-~s~-1---i-~~~--RE~DA~f Rr.tbll~E lP~oc, 
(PeOC,Ltt1'R£C:., LEEFREC,T') 

'T) 
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In READLINE the data given by the user are read by using 2 procedures: 

READPROC(PROC,T,B) which reads the recruitment distribution over the 

classes and READAGE(LEEFREC,PROC,T) which reads the age distribution of 

the recruits in every class in which the recruitment is not eaqual to 

zero. 

Those two procedures give different texts (different questions are put 

to the user) according to the values of the time T(T = 1 or T ~ 1) and of 

the variable B (if B = 1 , the recruitment distribution is constant, other

wise it can be changed from year to year). 

Facilities of RECPLAN 

One of the problems in programming RECPLAN, was the implementation of 

RECPLANEXP in the existing FORMASY program. By using the same main arrays 

that have been defined before in the FORMASY program, many problems were 

resolved. These arrays are: 

LFTBEZ(I,L,K) 

BEZ(I,L,T) 

BERA(J,L,T) 

PLRECR(J,T) 

PENSOUT(N(I),T) 

ERIN(J,T) 

(Look at their definition in the appendix.) 

The idea behind that was to enable the call for very useful procedures 

of FORMASY. For instance, the procedures which are called in th~ procedure 

output of FORMASY are called again in the procedure OUTPUT2 of RECPLANEXP. 

The second advantage in the use of the same arrays is of course, an econo

mic use of the computer memory. 
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CHAPTER FIVE. EXAMPLES 

Introduction 

In this chapter the possible uses of RECPLANEXP will be demonstrated in a 

practical application to the group of engineers of the Dutch Ministry of 

Public Works. 

Description of the data used 

The group of engineers of the Dutch Minis.try of Public Works is characterized 

by: 

- 5 different grades , 

- 1 qualification level 

- 1 training level 

- 10 grade ages in every grade. 

The basis year is 1977 (year 0). 

1st example: 

In this first case the utility of RECPLANEXP will be demonstrated when it 

is applied in order to ob_tain a decrease in the manpower size of the orga

nization at a certain rate. 

The option which corresponds to this case is the option 5 of RECPLANEXP 

(see scheme 1) in which the recruitment distribution and the age distri

bution of the recruits are left constant over the years, but the total 

amount of employees can change from period to period 

INPUT 

The data given by the user are the following: 
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- length of the forecasting period = 5 years; 

- A= 1; B = 2; C = 2; option 5 in which only the total amount of people 

is changing during the forecasting period; 

- the recruitment is distributed over the 5 classes according to the 

following proportions: 70,30,0,0,0; 

- the age distribution is: 

age percen-
tage 

class l 27 50 

28 50 

class 2 32 40 

33 20 

34 40 

- The total manpower size is equal to 478 at the year 1977 (year 0). 

In the 3 first years of the planning period it is decreased by 2% in each 

year, according to the equation: N(t + 1) = 0.98 • N(t). Afterwards in the 

4th and 5th years the total manpower size remains the same as the one 

obtained in the 3rd year. 

OUTPUT 

In every year of the forecasting period, a table is printed in which the 

number of recruits needed in the same year and the manpower size of the 

last year and of the current year are shown. Below some examples are given 

of the tables obtained in the first and the 5th year of the planning period. 
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~EAK ; 19//- 1978 

Gt=MDES 
Ir:.: :I. HIR HIRA HIRBD TOTAL 

·---------------------------------------------------------------
NUhf:Ei·~: OF 
EMf'.'L.O"'.'C ::;:;::; 70 57 ** ** ** 

478 

-------·--------------------------------------------------------
NUMI:ER u::~ • • .1 •• ··.1 ... ** .. , ... ., ... 

•.J.•-.!.• .. .2 0 0 0 ** 8 .ti'-.ti''. <:;1 

··-------···-··-·-···---·-----··--------------------------------------~-
NUhBEf< ::::;;::· ** 
EMPLOYEE::::> ** 
( YE1;f~ 1? ... ·u) ** 

YEAi:~ ; :t '/81··- 1902 

IF~ I Fi: :l. 

116 71 59 

GRADES 
HIR HIRA HIRBD 

** 
** ** 

. 469 

TOTAL 
-------------------------------------------------------------~--
NUMBER OF ** ** 
EMPLOYEES ** 28 112 165 79 66 ** 450 
<YEAR 1981> ** ** 
.... ·-· .... -- ··- .... -·· .... ·- ··- .... - ................. -.. --................. ·-· .. _ - -- -- - - ·- - ·- - - - - ------ --_...;,.-,;_==-·..;,: __ ,.;.;. :.::...;;..-...;-_-:..·~::--~ 

NUMBEF< OF 
l~ECl=\:U I TS ** ** 1 ":) ·- 0 0 0 

** 
** 

------------------------------------------------------------~~-~ 
NUMBEF;: OF ** 
EMPLOYEES ** 
( YE1::-if~ 1 !.1'8:;) ** 

B7 173 85 
** 

66 ** 
-** 

·. 448' . 

··- ·-· ·- -· - ·- .. _ .... ·- -· .... -- .. _ -· ·- ··- ··- -· ·- ·- ................ ··- - ........ ··- - - --- --- --- -----------~~~--~')i-..~.,.-~~ 

Furthermore, in every year the user can get a table of the manpower age 

distribution. 

At the end of the forecasting, the procedure prints 2 summary tables which 

show a pricture of the recruitment distribution and the manpower distri-

bution during the whole planning period. These tables are shown below: 
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l~:r;:;::.f~UITMENT tiI:3Th:IBUTIDN IN Pl ... 1:'.\NNING PERICJit 
t ~ • + ) • + + t + 0 + ~ • + • + + • + • + t • + ~ + + + + + + + + + + ~ + + + + + + t 

Gt=~1~1DE 

IN YEAR :FOR YE~R * 11:;::1. HIR HIRA HIRBD * TOTAL 

-f ,··::··:.i···.t 
.t • ........ · 

:1'/?[: 

l ')[:() 
1'?B1 

:t. .:,;) ?~:~ 
~ ,. .. , ···.1 ... , 
,J, 7 I '? 

:l.?80 
:f. ·:.~.'[: l 
:l.?B2 

.,, .. 
if·· 

* 

,~) 
1::· ..... 
1::· ._, 

:l.2 
:1.2 

..• , 

..;:. 

() 

0 
0 
0 
0 

MANPOWER DISTRIBUTION IN PLANNING PERIOD 
~ • • + • + + + 7 + + + + + + + + + + + + y + + • + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

GrMDE 

0 
0 
0 
0 
() 

IR HIR HIRA HIRBD * 

() * 
0 * 
0 * 
0 * 
0 * 

TOTAL 

-----------------------------------------------------
1?77 * 91 163 97 70· 57 * 478 

• • • • • • • • • • •· . • • • • + + + + + • + • + + + • + + + + + + + • + + • + • + + + • + • + + + + + + 

1?78 * 6~5 1!'.")8 116 71 59 * 469 
1979 * c)4 1.26 136 72 61 * 459 
198() * 40 U.8 1 C'C:" ..J..J 74 63 * 450 
:I. 981 * 28 112 165 79 66 * 450 
1982 * 

··.:r .. ? 
'-' / 

C'""J '.J, 173 85 66 * 448 
·-··· .... ---· .. ··-·--·--··-· .. ·-··---··-····----·-----··-----------------------~---

8 
7 
7 

17 
17 

************************************************~**-**-**~*** ·-

As can be seen in the final output, the goal has been reached of decreasing 

the manpower size 2% in the· 3 first years and left it constant.afterwards. 

This goal has been obtained by recruiting 8,7,7 people in the beginning, 

and afterwards recruiting more: 17,17 in the last years. 
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Below tables are given of the manpower average age and standard deviation 

of the age in the year 1977, and afterwards of the year 1982, with also 

a table of the manpower age distribution. 

AVERAGE AGES OF MANPOWER · 

Gr~ArrE AVEF~AGE 
AGE 

: DEVIATION : 

---------:------------:-----------: 
IR 

IR1 
HIR 

HIRA 
HIRBD 

29+8 
33. 7" 
42+2 
48+4 
52+2 

I 
I 2+6 

3+6 
7.0 
5+6 
5+4 

---------:------------:-----------: 
··-----·------------------------·----------~ 

YEAR I 977 

THE AVERAGE AGE OF TOTAL MANPOWER IS 39.0 YEARS -

THE DEVIATION IS 9.2 YEARS 

AVERAGE ADES OF MANPOWER 

: DE!JUiTION : 
.~GE 

.............. : ............ ......... . ............ : .............. :._._ .................... : 
IR 27.4 2+4 

Ii·~ :I. 
11.[ r< 

HI F<1'.~ 

::~ .-::} + ~? 

-40,,. :::2 
.4)'.;. 8 

3 + :~ 
1::- 1:.:· 
.. J + .. J 
./ ,., 
(;) + (;) 

llJF:BD : ::=i3.·7 4.? 
---------:------------:-----------: 

..... , .... !'.. , •• , r·· 
1··11..11... • . .JI .. TOTAL MANPOWER IS 

TllE DEf...':t:(:·1TICJi··~ .[3 
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w .............. ... ... .... .... -·· ........... . .. . ................................................ ..... . .................. ····-·· ·-· ..•..... 
YE1~I~: • 1 (?G:~ • 

Ci F: i::1 D :::: 
_., f".°':1'. .. ., .... 

IF~ :I. :··!Ir;~ HJ: F;,::1 Hil:<BD TOTAL t"-1\.Jt. .. ·'· i'-~ 
.. ----------------------------

,.. c;· 
C)-..J :::< ;.:{ () () 0 0 0 ** 0 
\~-4 ::{{ ~i{ !""\ 

\,I () :l. :l :L ** 
·x 
'·' l. ·:r .,, ..... , ... 0 () () 0 ,., 

** 2 • • .) ... 1 .. i\.-'f\ ... 
\s:~ :** () () :L :L :L ** ~;} 

(. :L •.1_,,,, .......... 0 () 0 0 0 ** 0 
,;)() ··.t.·· ··Jl () 0 0 :l. r.:· 

** 6 •'l"o.l'f'\ ,J 
1:~n 
,,)'i' ** 0 0 0 :I. 3 ** 4 
5[; ;{<;~ 0 () :3 -y . .., 

** 1.3 .. :; ,. 
c:-·.., 
._) / 

·.J..1 .. _,, ,.,,, .. , .. 0 0 :t. 4 
...,. 

** 8 ,j 

1::- •. · 
.. J\;) ~<;.:-~ 0 () 0 3 4 ** 7 
r.:-1::-

** () () 0 ,., 7 ** 9 ... ) .... ) "-· 

54 ;« ::t~ 0 () ,., r) 5 ** 9 ... ... 
r.:""l 
..J..:..1 ** () 0 :L 1 3 ** 5 
1;.·.-., 

** 0 () "'X 4 8 ** 15 ... J.:. ~, 

5:1. *;f< () 0 :I. '"' 3 ** 6 .::. 

50 ** 0 0 0 ,., 4 ** 6 ... 
49 ** () ·~) r) 

A.. 5 4 ** 11 
4B ** 0 0 ""! ,., 4 1 ** 8 
47 ** () :L 1 4 2 ** 8 
46 ** 0 0 3 4 1 ** 8 
45 ** () 0 3 4 1 ** 8 
44 ** () () I 5 1 ** 12 0 

43 ** 0 0 
..., 
I 4 1 ** 12 

·42 ** 0 2 12 8 1 ** 23 
41. ** () :L 16 5 0 ** 22 
40 ** 0 4 16 6 0 ** 26 
39 ** 0 

,., ... 15 2 0 ** 19 
._,.,..., 
~<:> :fC ;~ () <~) 20 1 0 ** 27 ..,. . .., 
..;J; ** () 4 22 1 0 ** 27 
36 ** 0 1;3 :-23 1 0 ** 37 
3~) ** 0 9 14 1 0 ** 24 
;34 ** 0 H1 .. , 

/ 0 0 ** 25 
33 ** 4 c; 1 0 0 ** 14 
-,.. .. ""' 
...J ... ..:. ** 

,., 
7 12 :L 0 0 ** 22 

3 :L ** 5 
,., 
<;) 0 () 0 ** 13 

:30 ** 
1;:· 
... J 5 () 0 0 ** 10 

... ,.:-. 
~., ** ~j :I. 0 0 0 ** 6 
28 ** 5 0 0 0 0 ** 5 
27 ** :!. () 0 () 0 0 ** 10 
26 ** 

1::: 0 0 0 0 ** 5 ... , 
"")I::" .... _ -..} ** () () () () 0 ** 0 
~z.4 ;{< ;.:< () 0 0 0 0 ** 0 
~~3 ·.1,-•.b 

·"l·· "T-. () 0 0 0 0 ** 0 
........ ··- ---------------------------------------------
TOTi:~L ! 49 1:/.~1 183 86 6<S ** 478 

------------------------------------------------
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The sunn:nary tables give the final results of the recruitment needed and 

the manpower distribution obtained. 

RCC~UITMENT DISTRIBUTION IN PLANNING PERIOD 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ~ ~ + + + + ~ t + + • + + + + + ~ + + + + + • • • + + + + + • 

GRADE 
IN YEAR :FOR YEAR * II\ HU HIR HIRA HIRBD * TOTAL 
----------------------------------------------------------------

19;.:-·;·, . 1 '??G * 11 I!!" r\ 0 0 * 18 ,,, .,_) ..:.:. 
1978 1979 * 10 5 2 0 0 * 17 
1 ·:-,..;?9 1980 * 10 r.:· 2 0 -0 * 17 .,_) 

1 ?80 :l.?81 * :l:l ·-;:; 2 0 0 * 18 
17'81 1 Z:?8;: * 11 c.-

.,_) 2 0 0 * 18 
-------------------------------------------------------------~--

MANPOWER DISTRIBUTION IN PLANNING.PERIOD 
+ • + + + • • • + + + + + • + + + + • • • + + + + + • • • • + + • + • • • + + • 

GRADE 
II\ If~1 HIR HIRA HIRBD * TOTAL 

19T/ * 91 16~5 97 70 57 * 478 
--·- ··- -··- - ·-

•· + + •• + + + + • + + • + + • + • + + + •• + + + • + • + • + + + •• + t •• + ••••••• + •••• 

19?8 * 70 161 118 71 59 * 479 
1979 * :?4 131 140 72 61 * 478 
1980 * !5~:5 126 :L60 74 63 * 478 
1981 * 41 120 :L72 79 66 * A-78 
1982 * 49 '7'4 183 86 66 * 478 
-----------------------------------------------------
******************************************************** 

2nd example 

In this 2nd case, the aim is to keep the total amount of employees constant 

in the whole forecasting period as well as the recruitment distribution 

over the classes, but to change the age distribution of the recruits in 

the forecasting period in a way that will leave the manpower age distri-
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bution of the whole organization more or less constant. This option corre

sponds to the option nr. 3 of RECPLANEXP. 

Input: 

- length of the forecasting period= 5 years; 

- A= 2, B = 2, C = 1. (option 3); 

- The total amount of employees is constant and equal to 478; 

- the recruitment distribution is given by the proportions 60,30,10,0,0; 

- the age distribution of the recruits is: 

Class 1 : 

First year 2nd year 3rd year .4th year 5th year 

----------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------
28,50 same as 27,50 26.50 same as 

29,50 1st year 28,50 27,50 4th year 

Class 2: 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 

---------- ------------ ---------- --------- ----------
32,50 same as 31, 70 30,40 same as 

33,50 1st year 32,30 31 ,60 4th year 

Class 3: 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 

39,10 as 1st as 2nd same as same as 

40,80 year year 3rd year 4th year 

41, IO 
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APPENDIX 

1. List of the new arrays declared for the purpose of RECPLAN and of other 

important arrays defined in FORMASY. 

2. List of the new procedures used in RECPLAN in their order of appearance 

in the listing of FORMASY. 

3. Details of the structure of RECPLAN: Diagrams of different procedures . 

used in it. 

I. NEW ARRAYS 

PROC[I,T] 

TOT[T] 

percentage of the total recruitment for the category 

I at the time T. 

total amount of people at time T 

TOTPENSOUT[T] total amount of people who retire between time 

t and time t+l. 

TOTVERLOUT[T] total amount of people who turnover between 

time t and time t+l. 

TOTREC[T] total recruitment between time t-1 and time t. 

PEOPLE[J,T] number of employees in grade J at time T. 

RECRT[J,T] number of recruits in grade J at time [t-1,t]. 



TURNOV[I,T] 
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number of employees in category I who turn out 

between time t and time t+l. 

EXISTING ARRAYS IMPORTANT FOR RECPLAN 

LFTBEZ(I,L,K) number of employees .of age K, grade age L, in 

category I. 

BEZ(I,L, T) number of employees in category I and grade age L 

at time T. 

BERA(J,L,T) number of emplyees in gradeJ,and grade ageL at time T. 

PLRECR(J,T) number of recruits in category I at time (t-1,t). 

PENSOUT(J,T) number of employees in grade J who retire at time 

( t, t+ 1). 

ERIN(V,T) 

LEEFREC (K, I) 

number of employees who execute the transition num

ber V between time t and time t+l; 

percentage of recruits in category I who have 

the age K. 
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II. LIST OF THE NEW PROCEDURES USED IN RECPLAN IN THE ORDER OF THEIR 

APPEARANCE IN THE LISTING OF FORMASY 

READPROC(PROC,T,B) 

READAGE(PROC,LEEFREC,T) 

RECRUIT(T) 

FORCAST(T) 

SUMLOOP(T) 

PRINTAB(T) 

READLINE(T,A,B,C,D) 

NEWTOT(T, TOT) 

OUTPUT2 

PRINTREC(A,L 1, Ul) 

CALCUL(A,B,C) 

RECPLANEXP 

III. In the following pages is shown the structure of the following 

procedures. 

NEWTOT(T,TOT) 

READPROC(PROC,T,B) 

READAGE(PROC,LEEFREC,T) 

RECRUIT(T) 

FORCAST(T) 

SUMLOOP(T) 
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T:1'l ~ no 

i_,.1, .. ,1on1~1 

LEE FRfC [ k,i} ::o 

\,=I , .. >TO t1 IN I 
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yes 
---.:...P:__~.OC[i,1"-1J::o 1 _/""" 

yes ..,............1\ 0 k:: Hbiti", .. , \ftma.x 

yes 
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\5l-be2 [NAl?Rt!.1, 1, k}.., ~~lxz biMttu,1.11,~ 1p,i. liMtrtu.ti,IJ 
\~ebu[NMRf~1,1> k'1 + = 

~1.ulNMRtµ,lll,kl ij~}lqb1AARfl\,t.,, 
+ le]+ 

\.\ULP ~UlP \\ULP. 

L= \, . ., loK1N 1 
A.-:2, .. ,LM 

~'De1[i,,J,1t1,1;H:iz2[;),~1+1Hbn [i.).1 l.t.11JtW'5C\l.A"T' [i..l-11 
\)l:~z[L,Ll1,k1: \;~liezfi. LM,lc]+l~~be~ (~.Ll'\,lc.11 *\v'5C" iTI" ( i l.M1 

1;!be2fi,1,lcl: \.}rbezfi.,1,k1 + PLRfC~ [;:T1 ~ LHrR~ [l<,tl 

i=1, .. , Ll1 

i.:1, .. , TOl'\11111 

k:: FL0£·f1+1, .. , rlOCT-11 

\f~bc!Z. [~,~, k)-::: 0 
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SUMLOOP (T): 

i :I, .. , TOM lfll I 

1::-1, .. ,LM 

be 2 [ i , l, T 1 ... o 

k= 'FLOtl1+\, .. , \:ft""\.~ { b'r' '~~~ o~ -' ~ 

bu[~,l.T.1:: be2. Ci),T1 ~\&Hlez f i_,i,k1 

i"H=o 

~ ... 1, . ., N F 

~ E ~ t7 [,) >11:: o REC RT f~_.T1 ,.-o 
J.-1, .. ,Lt1 

PfoPLf fi)'-f.T1:o 

i. = T"El+ I>.·, TrL+ AT f' C.i1 

RE c ~Tr ~)T1:: RflR r~~1 +Pl REC R r i. ,T1 

~ ':" \, . '> Lt1 

P'oPL k [i).R,Tl: P~CPLf [.,i)~.T] +bu [i). T} 

BfRA fj;rl~ 5fR A fj;T11" 'bu [ i ,.f, 1"1 

1i:: L = IE L + trr F f ,i] 

" 


